
 
 

 

 

 
 

Wigmore Hall is a no smoking venue. No recording or photographic equipment may be taken into the auditorium nor used in any other part of the Hall without the prior 
written permission of the management.  
In accordance with the requirements of City of Westminster persons shall not be permitted to stand or sit in any of the gangways intersecting the seating, or to sit in any 
other gangways. If standing is permitted in the gangways at the sides and rear of the seating, it shall be limited to the number indicated in the notices exhibited in those 
positions. 
Disabled Access and Facilities - full details from 020 7935 2141. 
Wigmore Hall is equipped with a ‘Loop’ to help hearing aid users receive clear sound without background noise. Patrons can use this facility by switching hearing aids to 
‘T’. 
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Vox Luminis   

 Lionel Meunier artistic director,  

     bass 

Zsuzsi Tóth soprano 

Caroline Weynants soprano 

Perrine Devillers soprano 

Victoria Cassano soprano 

Barnabás Hegyi alto 

Jan Kullmann alto 

Raffaele Giordani tenor 

Olivier Berten tenor 

Massimo Lombardi tenor 

Guglielmo Buonsanti bass 

Simon Linné theorbo 

Sarah Ridy harp 

James Munro basse de violon,  

     violone 

Anthony Romaniuk organ 

 

 

 

Anon        Lamentation de la Vierge au Croix    

Antonio Lotti  (1666-1740)    Crucifixus a8 

Claudio Monteverdi  (1567-1643)   Adoramus te Christe SV289 (1620)   

Domenico Mazzocchi  (1592-1665)   Piangete occhi, piangete (pub. 1640)   

Alessandro Della Ciaia  (c.1605-1670)   Lamentatio Virginis in depositione Filii de cruce (pub. 1666)   

Interval    

Domenico Scarlatti  (1685-1757)   Stabat Mater (?1715)   
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This evening’s programme compiles a variety of vocal 

works disparate in style but all centered around a similar 

theme: The Lamentation of Christ, a frequent subject of 

religious art from the Middle Ages to the Baroque. While 

the Lamentation deals primarily with the removal of 

Christ’s body from the cross and the mourning of his 

friends, it often focuses in particular on his mother, the 

Virgin Mary. The works on this programme cover this 

range of stylistic periods and lament Christ’s death, in 

some cases looking closely at Mary’s suffering and the 

intense pain of the loss of a child. 

The first work on the programme reaches back to the 

13th Century with an anonymous song in Old French. It 

represents an example of a song form called the lai. In 

contrast to medieval strophic song forms, the lai has an 

unusual poetic structure with irregular rhymes and 

inconsistent poetic meter. Since poetic structure 

typically determined musical structure, the lai often sets 

text in a way that is more musically free and 

unpredictable. While the choice of a secular song genre 

may seem unusual for a sacred topic, the irregularity of 

form allows for a more intense expression of emotion 

befitting the subject. 

Antonio Lotti’s Crucifixus is a motet for eight voices 

and continuo that forms a section of a larger Credo in F, 

itself a setting of one section of the Catholic Mass 

Ordinary. While full settings of the Mass Ordinary were 

common since the Renaissance, many composers also 

wrote settings of individual sections which could then be 

compiled together like a pastiche. Lotti’s Credo survives 

in a manuscript found in Dresden where Lotti served as a 

court composer to Friedrich Augustus I, Elector of 

Saxony, from 1717-9. However, it is possible that the work 

was composed earlier, during his employment in Venice. 

Although not published in his lifetime, the work gained 

wider popularity after its publication in an 1838 

collection of sacred works compiled by Johann Friedrich 

Rochlitz, an early musicologist and music critic. The 

Crucifixus section of the Credo deals with the crucifixion, 

death and burial of Jesus. Musical settings of the Mass 

often reserve the most pathos-filled music for this 

section. 

Lotti’s motet is followed by another motet from a 

century earlier by Claudio Monteverdi. Adoramus te 
Christe SV289 dates from his time as maestro di capella 

of St Mark’s Basilica in Venice. After contributing to the 

birth of opera during his time in Mantua, Monteverdi 

moved to Venice and composed a number of sacred 

works as part of his duties at the Basilica. This motet 

takes as its text a fairly innocuous supplication to Christ 

expressing adoration as well as asking for mercy. 

Monteverdi sets this text mostly homophonically, such 

that all the voices align in singing the same text at the 

same time. This creates a clear communal effect as the 

entire choir expresses the same ideas in unison. 

 

Like the anonymous lai with which the programme 

began, Domenico Mazzocchi’s Piangete occhi, piangete 

blends the sacred and secular. It is an example of a 

genre known as the spiritual madrigal, which takes 

similar musical conventions of vocal writing from the 

secular madrigal and puts them in service of a sacred 

topic. Yet where a motet might do the same thing in 

Latin, the spiritual madrigal uses the vernacular Italian. 

Mazzocchi’s madrigal here comes from a larger 

collection of his works, Musiche sacre e morali, 
published in 1640 in Rome. Piangete is composed for 

two sopranos and continuo. Like the other works on this 

programme, the text laments Christ’s death. At the 

beginning of the piece in the 1640 publication there is an 

inscription which reads Douemo piangere la Passione di 
N.S. [Nostro Signore] which translates to 'We must 

mourn the passion of Our Lord.' 

The last work before the interval returns to the Virgin 

Mary’s lament. Composed by an aristocratic amateur 

rather than a professional composer, Alessandro Della 

Ciaia’s Lamentatio Virginis in depositione Filii de cruce 

comes from a 1666 published collection of his sacred 

compositions, Sacri modulatus. The piece begins with a 

duet that narrates the deposition (removal) of Christ’s 

body from the cross which is followed by Mary’s lament 

sung as a solo for soprano. A chorus of angels alternates 

with Mary’s lament, singing sections of the Stabat Mater 

text. By the end of the piece, the angel chorus and Mary 

sing the lamentation together. 

Although primarily known for his more than 500 

keyboard sonatas and idiosyncratic musical style, 

Domenico Scarlatti began his career by following in the 

footsteps of his father, Alessandro. Before his eventual 

move to the Spanish court, the young Domenico worked 

in both court and church posts in Italy, composing 

operas, cantatas, Masses and motets. One such post 

was the maestro of the Capella Giulia, the choir of St 

Peter’s Basilica in Rome, a job which he held from about 

1713-9. His choral setting of the Stabat Mater likely dates 

from this period and may have been performed by the 

Capella Giulia. 

The Stabat Mater text — already heard in part in Della 

Ciaia’s lament — focuses on the Virgin Mary’s grief over 

her son’s death and dates to the 13th Century when it 

was chanted as part of the liturgy of Lent, bringing this 

programme back to where it began. Scarlatti’s setting is 

for ten voices and continuo, dividing the ten voices into 

two separate choirs and featuring them as a soloists 

throughout. Stylistically, Scarlatti’s setting combines 

starkly contrasting musical styles, at the time 

considered respectively old fashioned and cutting edge. 

At times he writes in Renaissance choral polyphony, and 

in others Baroque monody with soloists singing florid 

coloratura accompanied by continuo, occasionally 

evoking instrumental dance music. 
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Please do not turn the page until the song and its accompaniment have 
ended. 
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Translation of Della Ciaia by Tis Kaoru Zamler-Carhart, printed with kind 
permission. 

 


